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Bring your bulbs back out to play

According to my calendar, it has been 12 to 14 weeks since I put bulbs into
the refrigerator for cooling. This is exciting for me and my family. For me, it
means I can start potting up the bulbs for indoor blooming, which uplifts my
spirits in a way I cannot describe. For my family, it means they can now look
forward to food, not flowers, in the fridge.

I do not pot the bulbs all at once. Instead, I do so over a period of days. This
prolongs the period during which the house is festooned with bulbs in bloom.
The fragrance of hyacinths is one I can never tire of. You could pot bulbs of
different color in the same pot but, I think monochromatic arrangements are
best for impact.

Tricky timing issues when mixing bulbs

In garden magazines and in nurseries, you often see pots of different kinds of
bulbs all blooming together and looking rather smashing. They show beautiful
groupings of daffodils, grape hyacinths and crocuses or tulips with hyacinths.
In reality, one must force the bulbs separately (keeping track of their
individual cooling needs) and then plant them together once all have
commenced to bloom. I’ve tried this and the challenge was fun and well met,
but now I’m past that. Instead, I prefer simple pots of the same type and color
of bulbs, be they hyacinths, tulips or crocuses. This year, I’ve cooled only
hyacinths as I’ve been traveling and did not want to get anxious about dealing
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with different cooling requirements.

I place the bulbs close together for a more dramatic effect. Moss over the soil
looks very attractive and professional. As hyacinths can be forced in water, I
place some in glass forcing vases. Very pretty. For some reason, water grown
hyacinths bloom sooner than soil grown ones. I use this to my advantage. Once
again, I can stretch bloom season. With all other bulbs, only potting in soil is
advised.

Tending to the bulbs after the flowers are spent

After the flowers are spent, I treat the plants as house plants. The water forced
bulbs are now placed in pots of soil. In spring, when the ground has thawed, I
choose discreet areas and plant the spent bulbs. I don’t remove the leaves, as
they continue to make food for the bulbs. This allows them to establish and
come up year after year. (Tulips do not follow this plan. Once forced, they get
tossed on the compost heap.) Sometimes, it takes a couple of years for
re-bloom, but that’s okay by me. I just cannot let good bulbs go to waste.

This method addresses the bulbs sooner than later. If I do not plant in spring, I
have to keep the pots of bulbs with their now floppy, untidy leaves all through
the season till the leaves die naturally in early summer. Then I must remember
to take the bulbs out of the pots, brush the soil off and store them in my
unheated basement. When autumn returns, the bulbs get added to my large
batch of newly purchased bulbs and finally, they go into the ground.

Future surprises in the garden

I have simplified my life by planting the spent forced bulbs in spring. They get
tucked into corners, beneath shrubs and between plants along the edges of the
garden. Future springs will emerge with splotches of cheerful color in
unexpected places.
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